Introduction.
In [l] and [2] , O. T. O'Meara has given necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence of binary unimodular forms in the ring of integers of a local field. The purpose of this paper is to use these results to compute the number of inequivalent binary unimodular forms in such a ring.
Let F be a local field [2, §32] in which 2 is not a unit, 0 the ring of integers of F, 02 the set of squares of elements of 0, ir a prime element of 0, e the ramification index, with 2=ireg, and / the residue class degree. The residue class field F then has 2! = q elements, and thus is a finite field of characteristic 2. Two elementary facts about such fields are of importance:
(i) If aEF, there is a unique bEF such that b2 -a.
(ii) If a, bEF and a, b9*0, then the set {ax2A-bx; xEF} is an additive subgroup of index 2 in F. We will also use the following result: If r^2e, a, &£0, and a2 = b2 (mod irr), then a = b (mod 7r8), where
If L is a binary unimodular lattice over 0, then L is equivalent to a lattice generated by n, w with n2 = a, n-w = l, w2=b; following O'Meara, we denote such a lattice by A (a, b). For given L, let v be the smallest integer such that ord a2 = v for some aGL;we will call v the (integer) norm of L, and observe that v^e. If L is a lattice of norm v, and ord a2 = v, let u be the largest integer (or oo) such that there exists BEL with a-B = l and ord B2 = u; O'Meara has shown [l, Lemma 14.1] that v and u are invariants under equivalence, and that either u-\-v^2e or p+p is odd.
In what follows, it should be mentioned that many of the partial results are stated or closely implied in [l, §14] and [2, § §63 and 93]. The following sets of necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence of binary unimodular lattices K and L will be used: {l+7r»x; xG0} by Un (with U0=U). The groups U2, Un, UnU2, UnC\ U2 are all subgroups of U, and we require some index theorems.
Note that aEUnU2 if and only if there exists bEU such that a = b2 (mod wn).
Lemma, (i) iU2e+iU2: P2) = l.
(ii) iU2.U2: U2e+iU2)=2.
(iii) If 0^n<2e and ra is even, then (UnU2: Un+iU2) = 1. (iv) If0^n<2eandn is odd, then iU"U2: Un+iU2) = q.
Proof, (i) Let aEU2e+iU2. Then a = b2+w2e+1c ior some bEU, cGO. Let bi = b+ire+1x. Then b\ = a is equivalent to gx+irx2=c. Since this equation is solvable by Hensel's Lemma, aE U2.
(ii) Let aEU2eU2. Then a = b2+w2ec for some bEU, cEO. If a = b\ (mod ir2e+1), then bi = b (mod 7re); so put bi = b+wex. Then b\ = a (mod 7T2<I+1) is equivalent to gx+x2 = c (mod it), and the result follows from property (ii) of F.
(iii) Let n = 2m, and a = b2+w2mc as before. Pick xG© with x2=;c (mod it); then (&+irmx)2=a (mod irn+1). Thus, if aEUnU2, then <zGc7"+i[/2.
(iv) Let n = 2m -1. It is sufficient (because F has q elements) to show that, if a = c (mod it") and a, cE Un+iU2, then <z = c (mod irn+1). But, if a = b2 (mod irn+1) and e=d2 (mod irn+1), then 62 = d2 (mod Tr2"1"1); thus b = d (mod 7T"1) and a = c (mod 7r2m). Theorem 1. (i) (P: P"P2)=g["'2i if0£n^2e, iU: U2) = 2ge.
(ii) (P": t/"nP2)=2g«-t'"2] if 0^n^2e.
Proof, (i) We have (P: P"P2) = (P: UiU2)iUiU2: U2U2) ■ • • (P"_iP2: UnU2), and the result follows immediately from the lemma.
(ii) iUn: UnnU2) = iUnU2: U2) = iU: U2)/iU: UnU2) =2gVg[n/2].
3. The number of inequivalent forms. Fixing v, we investigate the number of inequivalent forms of norm v. The case v = e is easily settled, as follows: If P is any lattice of norm e, then P is equivalent to Aiaw", bir") ior some aEU, bEQ-Since the discriminant of any such lattice is represented by -l+dw2e for some dEO, there are iU2e: U2eC\U2)=2 possible discriminants; and since, for any aEU, Aiaire, bir') represents ire (because the equation axi+gxy+by2 = 1 can be solved by picking x with ax2 = l (mod 7r) and using Hensel's Lemma to solve for y), it follows from (A) that there are 2 inequivalent forms of norm e. These may be taken as A(ire, 0) and ^4(7re, &7re), where lArbir2" is not a square. Now assume 0 ^ v <e, and put X = e -v. We consider lattices of two types:
(I) Here we discuss all lattices equivalent to A(airv, cire+1) for some aEU, cEO-Any such lattice has a discriminant represented by -l+dir'+e+1, so there are (Ur+e+i: Uv+t+iC\U2) =2q^'2^ possible discriminants.
Theorem
2. For each discriminant as described, the number of inequivalent forms of type I having that discriminant is q&i^; and thus the total number of inequivalent forms of type I is 2g2[X/21.
Proof. We show that, if a, bEU, then a lattice A(aTr", cwe+1) represents b if and only if ab~lEU\U2.
In order for the equation ax2+7rxgxy+irx+1cy2 = fe to have a solution, the condition ab~lE U\U2 is certainly necessary; while, if it is satisfied, the equation is solved by picking x with ax2 = b (mod 7rx) and using Hensel's Lemma to solve for y. Since, for any discriminant -1 Ardw"+e+l and any unit a, the lattice A(air", a-1^ire+1) has that discriminant, the number of inequivalent lattices per discriminant is (U: U\U2)=ql*l2], and the theorem is proved.
(II) Here we discuss all remaining lattices; and it is sufficient to examine lattices A(air", bw"), with a, bEU, v<u^e, and uA-v odd. It is sufficient to look for the number of inequivalent forms for each pair v, p. satisfying the conditions. PutX = e -v, 2r + l=p -v.
The discriminant of any form of type II is represented by -1
ArdTr"+", where dEU; it follows that the number of different dis- we can get a binary space over F with either Hasse symbol, and it is easily seen that any such space can be represented as (a, B) , where a2 = aTr\ a-B=l, 82 = bw>i and a, bEU. There are thus 4gx-*(g -1) different spaces. A general discussion of norm groups can be found in [2, §93]. For our purposes, it suffices to say that the norm group of a lattice of type II is {air''62+Tl'8}, where aEU and the lattice represents aw". Since it is evident that {aTTve2+TT"e} = {c7r"02+7r''©} if and only if ac~1EU^-vU2, there are (P: Uu-,U2)=qT~1 possible norm groups.
The discussion will be complete when it is shown that each space supports a lattice with any of the norm groups.
Lemma. PeZ a, bEU, and let the space V have basis a, p\ with a2 = air", a-fi = l, /32 = for", and let cEU. Then there exists dEU such that dwv = cir" (mod 7re) and V represents dw".
Proof. It is sufficient to find x, yEF such that air'x2 + bir"y2 = ct" (mod ire).
Putting y = ir~Tv, this becomes ox2 + bin2 = c (mod 7re~")-This last congruence can even be solved in 0, as follows: Set x = zZi "o "Mr*» v = zZt=o ^2i+iir*, where the v{ are to be chosen from (say) a fixed set of residues mod it. Substituting, we obtain 00 00
We can now solve this by a method of successive congruences; that is, we choose vt so that the congruence will be satisfied mod Trm. Explicitly, let At denote a if i is even, b ii i is odd; choose v0 such that av\ = c (mod it), Vi such that bitv\ = c-avl (mod it2), and, for O^k e -v -l, vk such that Akir vk = I c -zZ Aiir'vA (mod it ).
It follows by induction and property (i) of F that these choices can be made, and, taking Vi = 0 for i^e -v, the resulting x and v satisfy the congruence. Proof, (i) if Fis any of the spaces arising from lattices of type II, and aEU, the lemma shows that V represents some civ* with air* = C7r" (mod ire). Hence V supports a lattice ^4(c7r", bir"), and the norm group of this lattice is {c7r"02+7r"0} = {a7r"02+7r"0}. It follows, using conditions (B) , that the number of inequivalent forms is obtained by multiplying the number of spaces by the number of possible norm groups, and (i) follows.
(ii) For each v, the number of appropriatep, in type II is [(X + l)/2]. Combining Theorems 2 and 3(i), the result follows.
(Forms of type II can also be handled using conditions (A). The number of discriminants has already been obtained, and the key question is to determine, for given a, bEU, those units c for which air'x2 + iregxy + bir^y2 = cir* has a solution in 0. Clearly a necessary condition is ac^EU^-M2; putting c = az2+irli~*d, with z determined uniquely mod ',ry+1, we see that x must have the form z+7ry+1M. We then set y= zZt-o y^, u = zZt+o yu+iTT1, substitute, and pick the y,-by successive congruences as in the proof of the lemma to Theorem 3; but now the crossproduct terms cannot be ignored, and the expressions become quite formidable. It turns out that property (i) of F can be used to obtain yi uniquely in solving the congruence mod ir"+i+1 as long as OfSi <2(e-p.); with this done, the equation takes the form i bytr + gzy2r = Ci + wC2, where G depends on the given numbers and the yt for i<2r, and r = e -p. The nature of this equation, property (ii) of F, Hensel's Lemma, and (A) can now be used to show that the number of inequivalent forms per discriminant is 2(P: U"-VU2). The author is indebted to the referee for suggesting the alternate approach using (B).) Bibliography
